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Creating Development Environments with Vagrant - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Vagrant to create and manage virtual development environments with Puppet, Chef, and VirtualBox


	About This Book

	
		Get your projects up and running quickly and effortlessly by simulating complicated environments that can be easily shared with colleagues
	
		Provision...
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Big Data Analytics with Microsoft HDInsight in 24 Hours, Sams Teach YourselfSams Publishing, 2015



	With Microsoft HDInsight, business professionals and data analysts can rapidly leverage the power of Hadoop on a flexible, scalable cloud-based platform, using Microsoft's accessible business intelligence, visualization, and productivity tools. Now, in just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn all the skills and...
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Using Chef with Microsoft AzureApress, 2016

	This book is your hands-on guide to infrastructure provisioning and configuration management in the cloud using Chef’s open source, cross-platform toolset. With over 10,000 customers joining the Microsoft Azure cloud platform each week and steadily increasing usage, the need for automation approaches has never been greater. This book...
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Digital Audio Broadcasting: Principles and Applications of Digital RadioJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The new digital radio system Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) nowadays often called Digital Radio is a very innovative and universal multimedia broadcast system which will replace the existing AM and FM audio broadcast services in many parts of the world in the near future. DAB is well suited for mobile reception and provides very high...
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Fighting Crime Together: The Challenges of Policing and Security NetworksUniversity of New South Wales, 2007
Whether they want to or not, police are increasingly having to work with and through many local, national and international partnerships. This edited collection explores the development of policing and security networks. It looks at ways in which police can develop new strategies for integrating the knowledge, capacities and resources of different...
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Linux Mint System AdministratorA¢a‚¬a„¢s Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Probably the fastest route to becoming a Linux Mint system administrator, this book takes you from A–Z with clear step-by-step instructions, ranging from basic installation, to configuring networks, to troubleshooting. The perfect primer.


	Overview


	What you will learn from this book

...
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Ship Stability for Masters and Mates, Fifth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1999
Understanding ship stability, the ability of a ship to return to an initial state after disturbing forces and moments, is critical for all maritime students and professionals studying for a deck or engineering certificate of competency, or seeking promotion to a higher rank within the merchant marine or Navy.   

The...
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Markovian Demand Inventory Models (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2009
Inventory management is concerned with matching supply with demand and a central problem in Operations Management. The problem is to find the amount to be produced or purchased in order to maximize the total expected profit or minimize the total expected cost. Over the past two decades, several variations of the formula appeared, mostly in trade...
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Creatine and Creatine Phosphate: Scientific and Clinical PerspectivesAcademic Press, 1996

	Creatine and creatine phosphate (CP, also called phosphocreatine, PCr) are


	important metabolites in high-energy phosphorus metabolism. They rank

	with dietary carbohydrates fats, proteins and other compounds as central

	components of the metabolic system involved in the provision of energy for

	work and exercise performance....
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Getting Started with Amazon RedshiftPackt Publishing, 2013

	Start by learning the fundamentals and then progress to creating and managing your own Redshift cluster. This guide walks you step-by-step through the world of big data, cloud computing, and scalable data warehousing.


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step instructions to create and manage your Redshift cluster

...
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Effective IT Service Management: To ITIL and Beyond!Springer, 2007
IT service management (ITSM) is the group of processes and functions that oil the wheels of the IT machine. Without ITSM, every IT project and system would deteriorate over time until failure. ITIL is the recognized best-practice standard for ITSM, and has been around since the late 1980s, with ITIL version 3 published just recently. However, many...
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Professional Azure SQL Database Administration: Equip yourself with the skills you need to manage and maintain your SQL databases on the Microsoft cloudPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how you can migrate a traditional on-premise SQL server database to a cloud-based solution with Microsoft Azure. Built with database administrators in mind, this book emulates different scenarios you might come across while working with large, complex SQL database migrations and provides solutions for effectively managing...
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